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“LIFETIME FLUIDS”
T I L L W H O S E D E AT H D O U S PA R T ?
BY RON MCELROY

There are a few things in life that we can
count on . . . death, taxes and nothing
lasts forever -- especially in the automotive world. For the most part, we
all share the same basic needs: a job,
food, shelter and reliable transportation
-- usually in the form of an automobile.
As we go through life, we discover that
we have little control over death and
taxes. Getting something to last forever
seems to be up for debate, at least in
the automotive industry. This is what the
term “Lifetime Fluids” implies. Is this a
reliability factor? And whose lifetime is
the manufacturer talking about? Our lifetime? The lifetime of the car? The lifetime of the transmission? Or the lifetime
the warranty? If so, what’s the OEM’s
service requirements? Do they refer to
normal or severe operating conditions
as a determining factor?

multitude of important yet unanswered
questions. The most important of which
is this: Are “Lifetime Fluids” a product of
technology or a marketing strategy?
“Lifetime Fluid” -- although this buzzword sells cars for the OEMs, at what
expense to the dealerships? And are
new car owners now stuck with a ticking
time-bomb?
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“IT’S ESTIMATED THAT OVER 13 MILLION
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS FAIL EVERY YEAR AND
MOST OF THESE FAILURES OCCUR IN VEHICLES
WITH PERFECTLY RUNNING ENGINES. SO WHY DON’T
TRANSMISSIONS LAST AS LONG AS ENGINES?”
Technology has made major improvements to the internal combustion engine
over the last 15-20 years. These innovaed Service intervals and improved performance and reliability. For instance,
with the advent of fuel injection as opposed to carburetors, oil change intervals have doubled. The common 3,000
mile interval has been replaced with a
5,000- to 6,000-mile oil change for most
cars.
But not all so-called improvements go
as planned and sometimes recalls are
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necessary to make adjustments. For
instance, GM’s extended oil change interval via the dashboard warning light.
They discovered that the algorithm that
sets off the service oil light was not aggressive enough to prevent lubrication
failure and the resulting damage to their
engines before they were out of warranty. This is a good example of what
most of have learned by experience. If
we test our oil and change it before the
additives are depleted (regardless of
what the owner’s manual says) we can
expect our vehicle’s engine to last well
over 200,000 miles.

Technology has also transformed the
transmission, downsizing it into a smaller, lighter mechanism with improved
about reliability? It’s estimated that over
13 million automatic transmissions fail
every year and most of these failures occur in vehicles with perfectly running engines. So why don’t transmissions last
as long as engines? After all, they are an
integral component of the drivetrain and
are usually covered under the same OE
warranty as the engine.
There are several basic reasons why
transmissions are stressed more severely today than those from the past and
why we’re seeing so many transmissions
fail. First, they’re more complex, having
morphed from 4-speed to 6- and now
even 8-speed capabilities. And new fuelthe Continuously Variable Transmission
(CVT) and the Dual Clutch Transmission
to meet their increased performance requirements. They’re smaller and lighter
despite increased engine horsepower.

Today’s transmissions are subjected to
higher torque and -- most importantly
-- they often experience an increase in
operating temperatures. The Automatic
Transmission Rebuilders Association
(ATRA) estimates that 90% of all transmission failures are due to overheating
number one culprit is failed automatic
keting and promoting “Lifetime Fluids”.
Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF) is
the most complex of all lubricants and is
duce friction to prevent wear, yet at the
same time, it must allow a certain level of adhesion so clutch materials can
requirements.)

“PERHAPS THE
NUMBER ONE CULPRIT
IS FAILED AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION FLUIDS
DUE TO OEMS
MARKETING AND
PROMOTING
“LIFETIME FLUIDS”.”
ATFs contain a wide variety of chemical
compounds including anti-wear additives, rust and corrosion inhibitors, detergents, dispersants and surfactants,
kinematic viscosity and viscosity index
ditives and agents, anti-foaming additives and anti-oxidation compounds to
improvers, high temperature thickeners,
gasket conditioners, pour point depressant and petroleum dye. In other words,
there’s a whole lot more going on between the gears.
Despite all the intense demands and
requirements of ATF to provide proper
performance and protection, many
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OEMs insist that their ATF (as well as
lated so that the owner never needs to
“Lifetime Fluids”. But does anyone really believe a car will last forever – espehave these car makers discovered a new
tenance?
“Friction” and “Heat” are the dynamic
duo that drives the oxidation rate of
ids is approximately 170° Fahrenheit.

life under “normal driving conditions”
should reach or exceed 100,000 miles.
But what about severe driving condithis operational category. For every 20°
perature, the resulting rate of oxidaservice life in half. The following chart
clearly demonstrates the vulnerability of
ATF when subjected to operating temperatures above 170°.
The approximate life expectancy of ATF
at various temperatures can be seen
here:

The operating temperature limits of ATF
tenance intervals are strongly recommended for vehicles operated under
severe driving conditions (most cars).
may occur. The metals in the transmission, depending on how severely they
are overheated, may warp and become
distorted.

“SO WITH ALL OF THIS
DATA SHOWING THAT
TRANSMISSIONS NEED
SERVICING TO MAINTAIN
PERFORMANCE AND
RELIABILITY, AND TO MEET
THE EXPECTED
CONVENTIONAL SERVICE
LIFE STANDARD, WHY ARE
THE OEMS SHIFTING FROM
A REGULAR PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
TO PROMOTING A SEALED
TRANSMISSION WITH
A “LIFETIME FLUID”
THAT NEVER REQUIRES
SERVICING?”
sales? New car sales are often driven
worn out it must be changed. So with all
of this data showing that transmissions
need servicing to maintain performance
and reliability, and to meet the expected
conventional service life standard, why
are the OEMs shifting from a regular
preventative maintenance schedule to
promoting a sealed transmission with a
“Lifetime Fluid” that never requires servicing? Could it have something to do
with an OEM offering FREE SERVICE
during the warranty period of the vehicle
for them to lower their costs?
It’s interesting to note most OEMs offer
similar models across the board in both
price points and performance. So then,
what’s the new paradigm shaping car
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Surveys. The survey results clearly show
that drivers want cars that they don’t
need to service or maintain. Hence,
sealed mechanical systems and lifetime

The cost of ownership is another major
factor. How much will it cost to perform
required maintenance to satisfy the vehicle’s warranty? The program is great

maintenance prolongs the service life
of a vehicle. Therefore, no-maintenance
practices are more likely market-driven
than engineering-driven. And this is
where the rubber meets the road. SO
-- as Service providers, what is our responsibility to our customer and to the
dealership? Whether they are leasing or
buying, do we owe it to our customers
to qualify their driving habits and the
way they operate their vehicle in terms
diagnostic tools to evaluate and show

owner will rave about the low maintenance car for which he received four
free oil changes and maybe a brake job.
These marketing programs dramatically
reduce maintenance costs for both the
auto manufacturer and the driver -- at
least until the warranty runs out. It’s a

before they become depleted? Or, do we
just pass the buck. No servicing, “LIFETIME FLUID” – “SEALED SYSTEM”, regardless of the fact that the service is
warranted and that it’s good business
for the dealership to do so.
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One of these scenarios is manifesting
into a class action lawsuit against one
OEM for allegedly misrepresenting that
certain models of their vehicles with automatic transmissions supposedly do
not need to have the ATF replaced during the life of the vehicle. The OEM coins
the lawsuit the “key selling feature” of
these vehicles has been its Service and
Warranty program, which “promises to
‘maximize vehicle safety, reliability and
resale value by minimizing breakdowns
resulting from wear, and minimizing cost
and inconvenience.’” It’s further alleged
that failure to replace the transmission
catastrophic failure of the transmission
and that the owners are forced to shell
out the cost of repair / replacement despite express instruction that replacing

component wear and damage that may
lead to expensive repairs or shorten the
useful lifetime of the vehicle. Replacing
sumers millions of dollars each year and
can be considered environmentally taxing. With the advent and proliferation of
agnostics” tools, the landscape of pre-

“IT’S A SCIENTIFIC

qualifying standard for recommending

FACT THAT FLUID
PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
PROLONGS THE

for our customers and showing them the
actual condition of their vehicle’s vital
tor for the Buchanan Auto Stores, “so
they can make an informed decision on
the preventative maintenance of their
technology to identify the condition of

SERVICE LIFE OF A
VEHICLE. THEREFORE,
NO-MAINTENANCE
PRACTICES ARE
MORE LIKELY
MARKET-DRIVEN THAN
ENGINEERING-DRIVEN.”
/ mileage” Service recommendations
were the industry standard. But replac-
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to install and maintain integrity with our
clientele.”
A crackdown and investigation was recently conducted by the California Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) that focused on Service providers performing

documentation to the BAR supporting
their Service recommendations. The
service recommendations being offered
to consumers were in their best interest,
regardless of whether they were in alignment with OEM recommendations. Convehicle’s useful service life, maintaining
ducing breakdowns and reducing overall repair costs over the vehicle’s service
life.
So how about “Lifetime Fluids”? Once
again, does anyone really believe that
a car will last forever – especially if you
ity and Beyond” as the famous Disney
character says?
You’re in the automotive Service industry. Your Dealership relies on your Fixed
Operations Departments to generate
loyalty in your customers. You are there
to provide them with the services they
need to maintain their vehicle’s performance, reliability and service life -- INCLUDING FLUID SERVICES. After all,
place.

initial position on Service recommendations was taken directly from OEM
vehicle owner’s manuals. Any services
cations were suspect. Aftermarket associations including Automotive Maintenance and Repair Association (AMRA/
Coalition (CalABC), Automotive Oil
Change Association (AOCA) and industry chemical and tool manufacturers

Ron McElroy is CEO and Founder of Fluid Rx Diagnostics by Magna-Guard, Inc. He has received two “Best New Product Awards”
and four “Product Innovation Awards” for creating and bringing
to the automotive market innovative new products that have revolutionized the way we integrate aftermarket electronics into OEM
preventative maintenance services.

